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AIR FRYER DUAL 9L

Model: 4625/00
Code: 00C462500AR0
EAN: 8003705121386

With the Air Fryer Dual 9L you can fry any dish in double quantity, using just one tablespoon of
oil to obtain healthy and tasty frying at the same time. Thanks to the 2 separate baskets, 4.5 L
each, with Ariete's Air Fryer Dual 9L you can cook up to 3.6 kg of fries at once! French fries,
but not only, also croquettes, fish, meat and many other breaded foods, both frozen and ready
to fry, and fresh and freshly breaded, thanks to 11 pre-set programs.

How does the air fryer work?

The air fryer cooks thanks to the high temperature air, adjustable from 35°C up to 200°C ,
which circulates at maximum speed and 360° inside the cooking chamber and guarantees
uniform distribution of heat inside. It is precisely the hot air that allows for homogeneous
cooking of the dishes and the formation of a crunchy crust on the outside, which has nothing to
envy to traditional frying. Thanks to the hot air, there will be no need to add a lot of oil to obtain
tasty fried food, because a simple spoonful will suffice, in this way you will bring lighter but
tasty food to the table for the whole family.

You can cook two different dishes at the same time or cook a dish in large quantities by
dividing it into the 2 baskets with the Dual Cook function.
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For dinners and lunches based on different dishes, don't worry about timing: with
the Synchronize function you can cook 2 different dishes and have them ready at the same
time.

The real plus of the Air Fryer Dual 9L is the Max Crisp function: thanks to the special grid that
positions the food raised inside the air chamber, the cooking of the food will be more crunchy
in just a few minutes.

The air fryer is easy to clean thanks to the removable non-stick baskets and has a low
environmental impact, because it does not produce waste oil, which is one of the most difficult
to dispose of waste in circulation.

Product specifications

Power 2100 w

Capacity 9L

Double basket ✔

Food capacity 3,6 kg

Functions Synchronizable cooking, Max Crisp, Food heating and
dehydration

Display Touch Screen ✔

11 pre-set programs ✔

Timer 60’ minutes

Temperature 35°C - 200°C

Product length 41.50 cm

Product width 35.50 cm

Product height 32.00 cm

Product weight 7.60 Kg

Box weight 9.91 Kg

Master weight 10.45 Kg

Master pieces 1

Pallet pieces 24

20 container pieces 425

40 container pieces 850

40H container pieces 1015
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